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ABSTRACT

A novel concept of on-chip bondwire inductors and transformers with ferrite epoxy glob
coating is proposed, offering a cost effective approach to realize power systems on chip (PSoC)
or System-in-Package (PSiP). The concept has been investigated both experimentally and with
finite element modeling. Improvement in total inductance is demonstrated for multi-turn
bondwire inductors over single bondwire inductors. The inductance and Q factor can be further
boosted with coupled multi-turn inductor concept. Transformer parameters including self- and
mutual inductance, and coupling factors are extracted from both modeled and measured Sparameters.
More importantly, the bondwire magnetic components can be easily integrated into SoC
manufacturing processes with minimal changes to the layout, and open enormous possibilities
for realizing cost-effective, high current, high efficiency PSoC’s or PSiP’s.
The design guidelines for single bondwire inductors as well as multi-turn inductors are
discussed step by step in several chapters. Not only is the innovated concept for bondwire
inductor with ferrite ink presented, but also the practical implementation and design rules are
given. With all the well defined steps, people who want to use these bondwire inductors with
ferrite ink in their PSoC research or products will find it as simple as using commercial inductors.
Last but not least, the PSoC concept using a bondwire inductor is demonstrated by building
the prototype of dc-dc buck converter IC as well as the whole package. IC and the whole
function block are tested and presented in this work.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Power SoC & SiP Motivation
Power supplies are converters that translate the electrical power from one end to another
end. All electrical equipment need power supplies so that they can serve everywhere in our
everyday life. Ac-dc power supplies can translate 110V(US) or 220V(China) ac power to IC
power or to another distribution power such as 12V(PC). A Dc-dc converter can convert 12V to
3.3V for IC usage. A report from Gartner Group said that power management devices represent
44% of the whole $ 16.4 billion Analog IC market. In the year 2007, the dc-dc converter market
was $1.5 billion. Gartner also projects the market will increased to $ 2.5 billion in 2011 [1].
System on Chip (SoC) is an emerging trend of integrating all components of an electronic
system including digital, analog, mixed-signal, communications and sensor functions into a
single integrated circuit. The SoC concept embodies what many believe to be the ultimate level
of integration: an entire system on one chip. Since its emergence in the 1990’s, the SoC concept
has gained wide acceptance in a broad range of applications from supercomputing to embedded
systems. The proliferation of the SoC concept into power management systems has also
generated a great deal of interest in the electronics industry. Power management is a key
enabling technology behind the digital revolution. Each year hundreds of millions of power
converters are manufactured and embedded into computers, telecommunication equipment,
consumer products, automobiles, and industrial control systems worldwide. Powering various
ICs such as microprocessors, ASICs and FPGAs, these dc-dc non-isolated power supplies are
1

located close proximity to their loads. Previously, supplies provided such power supplies on
PCBs which can be inserted into a motherboard connector or a power supply composed of a
number of components which could be mounted directly to or embedded on a motherboard. [1]
The power management auxiliary subsystem may take up as much as 50% of the board space of
the main electronic system. For this reason, power management SoCs and SIPs that
monolithically integrate all active and passive components using low cost semiconductor
manufacturing processes will provide an extremely attractive solution with significant
improvement in performance and unprecedented reduction in board space, parts count, and timeto-market. The power SoC or SiP concept is particularly well received in several fast growing
power management markets such as point of load (POL) dc-dc converters, LED drivers, and
battery-powered mobile applications.

Figure 1.1 PSoC Concept

Before we get started on our discussion about Power SoC and SiP, we need to clarify
several concepts. Let’s look at the technology and market report from the Power Source
2

Manufacturing Association for definitions. Power SoC (Power-supply-on-chip) is a
semiconductor or chip integrated version where the product has components on one or two
semiconductor substrates. Power SiP (Power-supply-in-package) is a package integrated version
that contains a couple of components, with the semiconductor content integrated onto a single
chip to various degrees by the supplier.
Considering the slight and confusing definition difference between them and the difficulties
to integrate passive components such as capacitors and inductors on both of them, it is hard to
draw a border line between them. The fact that Power SOC and SIP are serving almost the same
market makes them even harder to identify. They look more like twins who compete and
complement each other at the same time. In my opinion, it doesn’t matter whose name is whose.
The integration concept and implementation is the key to achieve further power supply
evolvement.

3

Figure 1.2 Power SiP Product

However, the development of power management SoC’s is seriously hindered by a few
major technical barriers including integration of passive magnetic components. The main
challenge is to find a cost effective means of integrating inductors and transformers onto the
4

silicon chip, while achieving adequate performance in terms of inductance, dc & ac series
resistance, maximum saturation current, magnetic coupling coefficient and Q factor. Current
research work on integrated magnetics for power SoC’s has predominantly focused on utilizing
MEMS (micro- electro-mechanical-system) micromachining technology as a post-processing

Figure 1.3 Power SoC products
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step after the completion of the CMOS chip containing all power switching devices and control
circuitry [2]-[9]. Sophisticated MEMS technology allows sequential deposition and patterning of
numerous layers of conductor, insulator, permalloy or ferrite thin films to form desirable
inductor and transformer structures. However, the high dc resistance (typically 0.5 to 5 Ω) and
poor Q factor (typically 3 to 8) of the MEMS inductors/transformers severely limit the current
handling capability and efficiency of the power SoC. More critically, the large increase of
fabrication complexity and cost associated with the MEMS post-processing approach raises
questions on its feasibility to facilitate large scale commercialization of the power SoC concept
into the extremely cost-sensitive power supply market.

Figure 1.4 PSiP and PSoC efficiency roadmap
6

In this work, we propose and investigate a new cost-effective approach to form on-chip
inductors utilizing existing bondwires with additional ferrite epoxy beads formed during the
packaging process. For convenience and consistence with our other published papers, we classify
this kind of power supply system with bondwire inductors and transformers as PSoC in this work.

1.2 Organization of This Thesis

As studied in the previous section, a high performance on-chip or in-package power circuit
magnetic device design method is in high demand for both academic study and industrial
development.
This dissertation is constructed with eight chapters. The first chapter introduces the
importance of Power SoC and SiP implementation and describes the aim of this dissertation. The
second chapter reviews a significant amount of the most updated literatures related to the topic,
including on-chip inductor, MEMS inductor, PCB & LTCC package magnetics and bondwire RF
inductors, and offers a clear clue about on-chip inductor physics and modeling. Chapter three
explores the unknown area of bondwire magnetics for power IC and the finite element modeling
tools, Ansoft HFSS and Maxwell 3D, are introduced and discussed. Chapter four covers our
newly proposed bondwire inductor with ferrite epoxy, and proposes a compact and effective
model structure to address this discovery. Modeling and experiment of multi-turn inductors
utilizing the so called coupling effect is presented in chapter 5. Chapter six proposes a brand new
concept about bondwire transformer with accurate modeling and testing. Chapter seven further
7

elaborates on the proposed power SoC concept by building the prototype of dc-dc buck converter
IC as well as the whole package. IC and the whole function block is measured and presented in
this chapter. And lastly, chapter eight concludes the whole dissertation, and leads to future work.

8

CHAPTER 2: STATE OF THE ARTS

In this chapter, integration of passive components such as inductors, capacitors and
transformers is discussed by order of different implementation methods as previous art. Both the
advantages and disadvantages are concluded in each sub-chapter.

2.1 CMOS On-Chip Magnetics
On-chip inductors have been a very important research area since early the 1990’s when it
was first presented. A lot of work has been done and reported in literature [13]-[23]. Some of the
methods have been used in industry, but not released to college and institution yet [22]. A
comprehensive solution and library for Cadence have been already developed by TSMC. The on-chip
spiral inductor library is completed based on accurate one by one measurement results by this
foundry. A typical Oscillator die with an on-chip inductor is shown in Figure 2.1 and a SEM

image of a 7-turn spiral inductor is shown in Figure 2.2
The first planar inductor on silicon was developed by Nguyen and Meyer in 1990 [19] using
the interconnect technology, and a simple π model was proposed by them to describe the
inductor’s behavior in that paper as well. Thereafter, people started to improve the model like
Ashby et al. [20], Yue and Wong [21].
Although TSMC did a great job extracting all of the parameters for Cadence library and the
library itself is very convenient and accurate for RFIC design, the fact of natural shortage of onchip spiral inductor still remains. First of all, the inductor takes up a lot of the chip area (Fig. 2.1).
9

Secondly, the conductive nature of Si substrate gives rise to a large substrate loss and
consequently relatively poor RF performance [23]. Thirdly, the inductance may be enough for
high frequencies, but for power switching applications where the switching frequency is about
10MHz, the inductance is insufficient. Last but not least, although the spiral pattern and
geometry can also be optimized to enhance the quality factor, these alternatives often come with
trade-offs or compromises [23]. The Q factor is still too low (about 0.5) when the frequencies are
below 1GHz (shown in Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.1 Die micrograph of doubly symmetric oscillator. [13]
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Figure 2.3 Measured and simulated Q of the 0.35-um 3.4-nH planar inductor. [23]

Figure 2.2 Scanning electron micrographs of a 7-turn square spiral inductor. [16]
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2.2 Thin Film On-Chip Magnetics

Compared to CMOS on-chip spiral inductors, on–chip MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems) or thin film inductors can solve two main issues. One is reducing the substrate loss, and
the other one is giving more magnetic material options. These two new features brought about by
MEMS thin film fabrication method can improve the Q factor of the inductor tremendously.

Figure 2.4 Cross section of thin-film micro-inductor [24]
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Figure 2.5 Top view of the fabricated micro-inductor[25]

Figure 2.6 Tyndall microinductor mounted on an 8-MHz commercially available buck converter
evaluation board[25]
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To improve the Q factor of integrated inductors, various fabrication approaches have been
proposed in the past few years, using MEMS fabrication techniques after the completion of the
CMOS fabrication for all active devices in PSoC. A good review can be found in [2]-[8], [24][26]. However, these MEMS methods require deposition and fine patterning of magnetic and
conductive materials, and are very expensive and difficult to integrate with CMOS process. And
more importantly, the resulting Q factors are still not good enough for most power supply
applications.

Figure 2.7 Quality factors of micro-inductors fabricated using standard IC fabrication
compatible process [25]
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Sputter deposited magnetic materials can generally have high resistivity, which results in
low core eddy current loss and a relatively high Q factor of the micro-inductor [2]-[9]. High
resistivity and high saturation magnetic materials are the key to achieve low loss components by
suppressing the eddy current [10][11]. The other way to solve this eddy current loss problem is
lamination. Most of the lamination reported so far in the literature is done with physical vapor
deposition (PVD) techniques. However, Physical Vapor Deposition techniques present several
drawbacks such as the depositing rate being relatively slow, so that production of layers more
than a couple of microns thick becomes quite expensive [26]. Tyndall used almost entirely
aqueous-based electrochemical processes to deposit magnetic materials [25], which is a
relatively cost efficient way to deposit thin films. With a self resonant frequency of 130 MHz,
the inductance at low frequency is approximately 440 nH with a dc resistance of 0.5 ohms, and a
high quality factor of 11.7 at 5.5 MHz. The current handling capability test shows less than 10%
decrease in inductance at 500-mA current [25].

2.3 PCB Magnetics

PCBs (Printed Circuit Boards) are widely used in almost all the power supplies as a
substrate. Scientists and engineers around the world did a lot of research on integration of
inductors and transformers try to take advantage of the well-established PCB product lines [27][32]. However, when the inductors are built on PCB substrate, they will be compared to the
discrete commercial inductors for performance since no one cares too much about the space here.
15

Compared to discrete inductor with high-u magnetic core, the PCB inductor by nature has lower
inductance thus lower Q factors. Although it’s true that this shortness can be compensated by
insertion of magnetic layer inside, the extra cost can be noticeable. Plus, the relative larger size
inductors have low self resonate frequencies due to the relatively larger parasitic capacitance.
Matthias Ludwig reported in [22] that, in an area of 10mmx10mm of a six-layer PCB, the
inductance with magnetic plate can be as high as 4.7uH/500mA at 1MHz. In contrast, a typical
commercial 4.7uH/1.5A inductor only has a dimension of 2.66mm x 2.41mm x 2.16mm.

2.4 LTCC Magnetics

LTCC (Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic) is a mature multi-layer technology that has
been used for many years in the microelectronics packaging industry. Each of the layers are
processed in parallel and only brought together in an accurately aligned stack immediately prior
to firing. This is the key differentiator to serially produced multi-layer structures such as thick
film hybrid interconnect and components such as ceramic capacitors. LTCC technology is
especially beneficial for RF and high-frequency applications. In RF and wireless applications,
LTCC technology is also used to produce multilayer hybrid integrated circuits, which can
include resistors, inductors, capacitors, and active components in the same package. LTCC
hybrids have a smaller initial ("non recurring") cost as compared with ICs, making them an
attractive alternative to ASICs for small scale integration devices.

16

Figure 2.8 Typical LTCC package

This LTCC technology presents advantages compared to other packaging technologies such
as HTCC: the ceramic is generally fired below 1000°C due to the special composition of the
material. This permits the co-firing with highly conductive materials (silver, copper and gold).
LTCC also features the ability to embed passive elements, such as resistors, capacitors and
inductors into the ceramic package to minimize the size of the completed module.

17

Figure 2.9 Power SoC with in-package L and C

Recently, the advantage of LTCC packaging has been noticed by the power industry. With
the unique features mentioned in last paragraph, we can say that LTCC can be a good candidate
for Power SiP and integration [33-42]. Based on a compliant LTCC material system that allows
the integration of soft magnetic NiCuZn ferrite layers in combination with Au and Ag thick film
conductors, ultra low profile inductances of thickness between 200 and 400 μm have been
developed and characterized [40]. Regular LTCC tape, high u tape and high k tape have been
fabricated by DuPont and ESL (ElectroScienceLab). ESL has three types of high u tape.
1. 40010 Ferrite tape (magnetic tape), permeability = 50
2. 40011 Ferrite tape (magnetic tape), permeability = 200
3. 40012 Ferrite tape (magnetic tape), permeability = 500
18

And three types of high k tape:
1. 41230 Capacitor tape (k = 18)
2. 41230 Capacitor tape (k = 50)
3. 41230 Capacitor tape (k = 100)
4. 41230 Capacitor tape (k = 250)
The higher u material is not necessarily better than the other ones. The higher is the
permeability of the tape, the lower saturation current it has. So it really depends on the
application point of view. The balance for Q factor and saturation current should be well
understood. Also the permeability increases while the co-fire temperature increases [36].

Figure 2.10 Loss vs. Dielectric Constant [36]
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Figure 2.11 u vs co-fire temperature [36]

2.5 Bondwire Magnetics
On-chip bondwire inductors were first explored in RF integrated circuits by Craninckx et al
in 1995 [43]. The VCO uses on-chip bondwires, instead of spiral inductors, for low noise and
low power. In that paper, Craninckx compared three different inductors that can be used in RFIC.
Active inductors which convert capacitors into inductors behavior have a relatively high noise
level. On-chip spiral inductors take a lot of die area and the resistance is high which gives a poor
Q factor. The design of these bondwire inductors is discussed in great detail. The proposed
bondwire inductor having 1 mil in diameter has 1nH/mm by approximation.
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Figure 2.12 World’s first IC prototype with bondwire inductor [43]

Following this well-established line, a lot of research groups have been working on different
applications in IC design and integration [43-54]. Compared to the on-chip spiral inductor,
bondwire has the natural advantage of high Q factor and lower parasitic capacitance, which
makes it perfect for RF SoC. Furthermore, bondwire inductors don’t take up any chip area and
they cost almost nothing.
Yong-Goo Lee proposed a novel high-Q on-chip inductor using bondwire loops for low cost

and high performance GaAs MMIC. The measured maximum quality factors and the selfresonant frequencies are 21.1 (26.5) and 11.3 (17.0) GHz for 3.5 (2.1) nH inductance,
respectively [44].
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Figure 2.13 Bondwire inductor used in MMIC [44]

It is such an interesting idea that people started to put a lot of thought into this concept. Our
research innovation is also proliferated by this smart “free” bondwire inductor idea. However,
the limitation for this idea in RFIC area has been noticed mainly because the inductance value
varies based on the shape of the bondwire. Since bonding technology is not as precise as CMOS
fabrication technology, the length and height of the whole bondwire shape can have some
deviation, leading to deviation of the inductance value to some degree. Having said this, it can
be minimized to an acceptable range if the product lines are optimized for this concern.
It is a different story in the power electronics area. Unlike RFIC, power systems operate in
much lower frequencies, which means the need for much higher passive components value. Even
though the switching frequency of power SoC can now reach 200MHz in labs, it’s still 10 times
lower than normal RF application frequencies. In other words, 5nH in inductance may be enough
for RFIC, but way too low for power SoC. We need to find out a way to combine the bondwire
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inductor idea with our specific Power SoC application. The details will be presented in the
following chapters.

2.6 Discussions

Table 1 State of the arts comparison for Power SoC inductors
Inductors

CMOS Spiral

Thin film

PCB

LTCC

Bondwire

Inductance

low

Medium

high

high

high

DC

high

high

low

medium

low

Low

Low

High

High

High

Limited

Limited

More options

More options

More options

Size

small

small

large

large

Large

Cost

low

high

low

high

low

Frequency

high

high

low

low

Medium

Accuracy

good

good

medium

medium

medium

Resistance
Saturation
Current
Magnetic
Material
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This form shows the comparison between the current hot research area for Power SoC
inductors and transformers. Bondwire inductors and transformers by nature are very promising
candidates. The design and fabrication details will be discussed in the next chapters.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH

3.1 Proposed Bondwire Magnetics Concept
Wirebonding is commonly used in power management IC packages at present. Thin
aluminum or gold bondwires of 25µm to 250 µm in diameter are used to provide necessary
electrical interconnections between the silicon chip and the package leads as illustrated in Fig 3.1.
The bondwires of IC packages typically exhibit a parasitic inductance of a few nH and a
resistance of several to several tens of mΩ. On-chip bondwire inductors were first explored in
RF integrated circuits by Craninckx et al in 1995 [43]. Although bondwires act as natural
inductors, the self inductance and coupling effect are typically insufficient for power converter

Figure 3.1 A packaged IC chip interconnected to metal leads through bondwires.
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applications of interest. A higher inductance in the range of several tens of nH is required for
power SoC (in conjunction with increased switching frequencies to a range of 10-30 MHz).
Several US patents have addressed this issue by suggesting the use of multiple bondwires
connected in series [47]-[50], but suffer from the drawback of increased chip area.

Figure 3.2 HFSS model of the proposed bondwire inductor with a uniform coating of ferrite
epoxy.

The inductance may be increased through improved coupling by adding a glob of ferrite
epoxy composite, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Bondwire inductors can be constructed between the chip
and the package leads or between two pads on the chip [14] [51]-[54]. Unlike traditional ferrite
ceramics, ferrite epoxy materials are essentially ceramic magnetic powders mixed with a
polymer binder, and can be dried or cured at temperatures less than 200oC. These materials
combine appropriate magnetic properties with a high resistivity and high manufacturability [55]
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[56], and have the added effect of a distributed air-gap. The ferrite epoxy glob can be formed to
cover the bondwires during the SoC packaging process by brushing, squeegeeing, dipping,
dripping, inking, or other viable dispensing techniques using high precision robotic tools similar
to these commonly used electronic assembly equipment such as solder paste dispensers.
Compared to the prior art MEMS inductor technology, the proposed approach has the
following advantages:
z

All SoC components (i.e. control circuitry, power switches, gate drivers, feedback
compensation networks, etc.) except for the magnetic components are fabricated with
standard silicon processing technology, eliminating the need for costly post CMOS MEMS
processing steps.

z

Figure 3.3 Proposed method to increase bondwire inductance by using additional ferrite epoxy
beads.
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z

The on-chip bondwire inductors and transformers can be integrated into the power SoC
packaging process with minimal changes. This opens enormous possibilities for realizing
cost-effective, high current, high efficiency with improved reliability power SoC’s.

z

Aluminum or gold bondwires are substantially more conductive than the thin metal films in
MEMS inductors. A much lower dc resistance and higher Q factor can be expected for the
bondwire inductors because aluminum or gold bondwires have large diameters than the thin
films used in MEMS, and the material resistivity is also higher. Quality factor Q is the ratio
of reactive impedance to equivalent series resistance (ESR), an important parameter of
inductor performance. High Q leads to low power dissipation and a higher efficiency of the
power converter.

z

The electromagnetic field of a bondwire inductor is mainly distributed outside the silicon
substrate. The eddy current loss in the silicon substrate at high frequency, a major concern in
MEMS magnetics, can therefore be minimized.

3.2 Finite Element Modeling Tools
In this research, we use finite element modeling tools like Ansoft HFSS and Maxwell 3D.
HFSS is the industry-standard software for S-parameter, Full-Wave SPICE extraction, and 3D
electromagnetic field simulation of high-frequency and high-speed components. Engineers rely
on the accuracy, capacity, and performance of HFSS to design on-chip embedded passives, IC
packages, PCB interconnects, antennas, RF/microwave components, and biomedical devices.
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HFSS improves engineering productivity, reduces development time, and better assures first-pass
design success.

Figure 3.4 Maxwell 3D processes

Maxwell 3D is the leading electromagnetic design software for the simulation and analysis
of high-performance electromagnetic and electromechanical components common to automotive,
military/aerospace, and industrial applications. Maxwell 3D provides users a virtual laboratory
on their desktop to study static, frequency-domain, and time-varying electromagnetic fields in
complex 3D structures. Maxwell 3D includes four solver modules: Transient, AC Magnetic, DC
Magnetic, and Electric Field. The modules are designed to solve electromagnetic field problems
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in the time and frequency domains. Each model uses 3D Finite Elements and automatic adaptive
meshing techniques to compute the electrical/electromagnetic behavior of low-frequency
components. With Maxwell 3D, users solve for electromagnetic-field parameters, such as force,
torque, capacitance, inductance, resistance, and impedance, as well as generate state-space
models, visualize 3D electromagnetic fields, and optimize design performance. [57]
The proposed bondwire inductor and transformer structures were modeled and analyzed
using the electromagnetic simulation tool HFSS and Maxwell 3D from Ansoft [57]. We use
HFSS as a high-performance full-wave electromagnetic (EM) finite element simulator for
arbitrary 3D passive component modeling in high frequency. The objective here is to investigate
the effect of ferrite epoxy glob coating on the inductance value and coupling effect of bondwires
using EM simulation.

Furthermore, EM modeling helps optimize bondwire inductor and

transformer design in terms of physical dimensions of bondwire, ferrite coating shape, coating
position, coating thickness, and the ferrite material type used. HFSS may be perfect modeling
tool for new generation power application. However, in low frequency, say, below 10MHz, when
traditional power passive components applications take dominance, we use Maxwell 3D to get
accuracy. Maxwell is more for electro-mechanical devices such as relays, motors while HFSS is
more for electronic devices such as waveguides, strip lines. Maxwell is a used for a quasi-static
analysis, in other words includes only TEM mode. It is accurate only at reasonably low
frequencies, but for a full wave analysis we need to use HFSS
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Figure 3.5 HFSS processes

In a word, when it comes to passive components like inductors and transformers, HFSS is
preferred in high frequency and/or small size simulation while Maxwell is preferred in low
frequency and /or large size simulation.
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CHAPTER 4: BONDWIRE INDUCTOR

4.1 Proposed Bondwire Inductor

The proposed bondwire inductor structure is modeled and analyzed with the
electromagnetic simulation tool HFSS from Ansoft [57]. Fig. 3.2 shows the HFSS model of the
proposed bondwire inductor with a uniform coating of ferrite epoxy. The objective here is to
investigate the effect of ferrite epoxy coating on the inductance value of bondwires using EM
simulation. Furthermore , EM modeling helps optimize bondwire inductor design parameters
such as the physical dimensions of bondwire, ferrite coating shape, coating position, coating
thickness, and the ferrite material used.
HFSS simulation generates a set of S parameters from the inductor structure which are then
converted to a set of Y parameters. The effective quality factor Q and inductance L can be then
extracted from the Y parameters by using the following equations
Le ff = −

Q=−

1
ω Im( y11 )

(1)

Im( y11 )
Re( y11 )

(2)
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Figure 4.1 Effect of ferrite epoxy coating thickness on the inductance value of a bondwire based
on HFSS simulation. Measurement data is also included for comparison. The bondwire is 17.5
mm long and 20 mil in diameter. A µ value of 16 is assumed.

Fig. 4.1 shows the modeled inductance value of bondwire inductors with a ferrite epoxy
coating thickness of 0 (bare wire), 10, 20, 30, and 40 mils over a frequency range from 1 to 500
MHz. The bondwire is 17.5 mm long and 20 mil (0.51 mm) in diameter. A permeability of 16 is
assumed for the ferrite epoxy material in the simulation work. The effect of the ferrite epoxy
coating is clearly shown in Fig. 4.1. The inductance value of the bondwire increases from 14 nH
without ferrite coating to over 70 nH with a ferrite coating of 40 mil in thickness. An increase of
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a factor of 5 in inductance value can be observed with the application of a 40 mil ferrite epoxy
coating over the bondwire.

Figure 4.2 The bondwire is 17.5 mm long and 20 mil in diameter. A thickness of 20 mils is
assumed for the ferrite epoxy coating.

A set of measurement data is included in Fig. 4.1 for comparison with the modeling result.
A reasonably good agreement can be seen between the modeling and measurement results. This
gives us confidence to use Ansoft HFSS as the modeling tool in our study of bondwire inductors.
Key bondwire inductor design parameters include length and diameter of the bondwire, and
thickness and permeability of the ferrite epoxy coating. It is observed in Fig. 4.1 that the
inductance of the wirebond inductor increases with ferrite epoxy coating thickness since a larger
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ferrite thickness leads to less magnetic relunctance, more magnetic flux, and greater inductance.
However, there are practical limitations on how much ferrite epoxy coating can be applied into
the IC package which has a limited space.
Fig. 4.2 shows the modeled inductance value of bondwire inductors with a ferrite epoxy
permeability of 1 (bare wire), 9, 16, 25, 36, and 49 over a frequency range from 1 to 500 MHz.
Naturally, the inductance value increases with increasing permeability of the ferrite epoxy
material. Iron oxide based ferrite ceramic materials usually demonstrate a relative permeability
up to a few thousands. Ferrite epoxy materials with mixed ferrite powders and organic binder
tend to have a much lower effective permeability in a range of 9 to 20 depending on the loading
percentage of the ferrite powders. For example, the permeability of the ferrite epoxy used in our
experimental study from Methode Development Corporation is between 12 and16. However, it is
possible that new high-µ ferrite epoxy materials can be developed in the future. The simulation
results indicate that the inductance of a bare bondwire can be increase by a factor of 10 if a µ
value of 50 can be used.
The effect of bondwire diameter on its inductance value is also studied. The inductance of a
straight wire is often approximated with the following equation.
L = 2l (ln

2l
− 1)
r

(3)

where L is inductance in nano-henries (nH), l is the length of the wire in cm, and r is the radius
of the wire in cm. It seems that the inductance value can be increased by reducing the bondwire
diameter according to Eq. 3. Fig.4.3 shows the HFSS simulated trend of inductance increase with
decreasing wire diameter. However, it is observed that the inductance increase is considerably
less than what is predicted by Eq. 3. Furthermore, a small diameter of the bondwire leads to a
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high dc series resistance and a small Q factor. Therefore, it may not be an effective solution to
increase the inductance by using very thin bondwires in power SoC’s.

Figure 4.3 Inductance of bondwires with a diameter of 5, 10, and 20 mils based on HFSS
simulation. The bondwire is 17.5 mm

In short, the EM simulation work indicates that the bondwire inductance can be increased
by increasing the thickness and permeability of the ferrite epoxy coating, and to a less extent, by
using thinner bondwires.
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4.2 Experiment Results
We have conducted experimental investigation of the proposed on-chip bondwire inductor
concept using two types of ferrite epoxy composite materials. The first material is a custom
formulated magnetic epoxy comprised of manganese-zinc (MgZn) ferrite powder with an
average particle size of 10 µm, thermoplastic resin, and solvent from Methode Development
Corporation. The manganese-zinc ferrite loading powder is commercially available (Steward
73300). The average surface area of the powder is 1.4 m2/g. The saturation moment of the bulk
powder is 79.4 emu/g. The cured ferrite composite (no solvent) consisted of 96% by mass ferrite
with the balance consisting of polymer. The effective permeability is between 12 and16. The
second material is a ferrite nano composite from Inframat Corporation that is comprised of very
fine (NiZn)Fe2O4 nano particles with an average size of 5-15 nm and a commercial epoxy.

Figure 4.4 Photo of aluminum bondwires with and without ferrite epoxy coating on a PCB
substrate.
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The test reported herein was conducted on standalone copper and aluminum wires initially
and then on aluminum bondwires bonded onto a PCB substrate. Copper wires with a fixed length
of 20 mm but two different diameters of 250µm (10 mil) and 500 µm (20 mil) were used to
emulate the bondwires in IC packages. Note that copper has a slightly lower resistivity than more
commonly used gold or aluminum. The ferrite epoxy materials were manually brushed onto the
copper bondwire to form a ferrite bead. Curing consisted of a thermal treatment of the ferrite
beads in an oven at 140oC for 30 minutes for both ferrite epoxy material options. The ferritepolymer composites display negligible conductivity and therefore are electrically self-isolated
from the bare copper bondwires. Fig. 4.4 shows a photo of aluminum bondwires with and
without the ferrite epoxy bead on the PCB substrate. The wirebonding was conducted on an
Electrodyne M20 wirebonder using 5 mil aluminum bondwires.

Figure 4.5 Simplified equivalent circuit model of bondwire inductors used to extract L and Q
from S-parameters.
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The bondwire inductors were characterized with an HP 4284A high precision LCR meters
in a low frequency range up to 1MHz. DC resistance was measured with an Instek 801H milliohm meter. High frequency measurement was performed using an Agilent 8753 S-parameter
network analyzer. The effective quality factor Q and inductance L can be then extracted from the
Y parameters by using Equations (1) and (2). Fig. 4.5 illustrates the simplified equivalent model
of the bondwire inductor that we used in electrical parameter extraction.

Figure 4.6 Measured inductance vs. frequency for a bare copper wire and wires coated with two
different ferrite epoxy materials. The wire is 20 mm long and 20 mil in diameter.
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Figure 4.7 Measured inductance vs. frequency for a bare copper wire and wires coated with two
different ferrite epoxy materials. The wire is 20 mm long and 10 mil in diameter.
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of the state-of-the-art MEMS micro-inductors, commercial wire wound
inductors, and the bondwire inductors
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of Q factors between the state-of-the-art MEMS micro-inductors,
commercial wire wound inductors, and the bondwire inductors

Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 show the measured inductance for the 10 mil and 20 mil bondwire
inductors with no ferrite bead, the ferrite polymer bead, and the ferrite nano-composite bead
respectively. The inductance of bare copper wires was increased by a factor of 2.8 to 3.5 with the
addition of the ferrite epoxy beads. The dc resistance of the 10 mil and 20 mil bondwire
inductors was measured as 7.1 mΩ and 1.7 mΩ respectively using an Instek 801H milli-ohm
meter. The 10 mil bondwire inductor demonstrates an inductance of 38 nH and a dc resistance of
7.1 mΩ. Fig. 4.8 compares the state-of-the-art MEMS micro-inductors, commercial wire-wound
inductors, and the bondwire inductors in this work in terms of inductance and dc winding
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resistance achieved. It is clearly shown that the bondwire inductors offer a solution for high
current power SOC applications in which the MEMS micro-inductors fall short. Fig. 4.9
compares the Q-factor of the three approaches. The bondwire inductors demonstrate a Q factor
of 30-40 in a frequency range of 2 to 20 MHz, similar to that of the commercial wire-wound
inductors, but 3-30 times higher than that of the MEMS micro-inductors. Fig. 4.10 shows the
measured inductance of the bondwire inductors over a high frequency range, indicating a self
resonant frequency between 700 and 800 MHz. The bondwire inductors were also tested in a
pulsed switching circuit for core saturation characterization. Fig. 4.11 shows measured switching
waveforms of the inductor current. No noticeable core saturation phenomenon was observed for
an inductor load current up to 47A, most likely due to the distributed gaps between the ferrite
particles in the ferrite epoxy materials.

Figure 4.10 Measured high-frequency inductance for the 10 mil bondwire inductors with and
without ferrite beads.
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Figure 4.11 Measured switching waveform of the 10 mil bondwire inductors for core saturation
characterization

The feasibility of a new concept of realizing on-chip inductors in power SoC’s using
existing bondwires with additional ferrite epoxy beads have been proposed and investigated. A Q
factor of 30-40 is experimentally demonstrated which represents an improvement by a factor of
3-30 over the state-of-the-art MEMS micro-machined inductors. More importantly, the bondwire
inductors can be easily integrated into power SOC manufacturing processes with minimal
changes, and open enormous possibilities for realizing cost-effective, high current, high
efficiency power SoC’s. Furthermore, transformers can be made in a similar way as illustrated in
Fig. 4.12. Future work includes studies on the selection of ferrite materials, the influence of the
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shape and volume of the ferrite beads, the effect of the height and length of the bondwire loop,
and possible implementation methods in mass production.

Figure 4.12 Concept of bondwire transformers.

4.3 Design Guidelines and Discussions

Figure 4.13 typical wirebond impedance from www.mosis.org
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Figure 4.14 90mm and 180mm bond pad pitch wirebond impedance from www.mosis.org

There is a good way to predict the bondwire inductance by checking the specific packaging
characterization from data sheet like Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. If using just one bondwire as a
inductor, the self inductance can be extracted directly form the impedance form or curve. We
will talk about the mutual effect in the fifth chapter. While doing the design for single bondwire
inductor, we want to minimize the mutual inductance by enlarge the distance between this
bondwire and the other bondwires.
In order to determine which pad pitch to use, we need to roughly predict the length and
diameter of the bondwire we want to use.
Some first-order formulas to calculate the inductance value are [58]:

2l
r μ
L = 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.25 + + ](nH )
r
l 4

(4)

u is the conductor permeability which is 1 in all bondwire cases.
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So that we have:
L = 0.2l[ln(

2l
r
) − 1.0 + ](nH )
r
l

(5)

If r<<l in most bondwire cases
L = 0.2l[ln(

2l
) − 1.0](nH )
r

(6)

r: radius of the crossing section of inductor (mm)
l: length of the bondwire inductor (mm)
L: Bondwire inductance in nH

These equations were checked with finite-element simulator of bondwire structures with
Ansoft HFSS [53]. Those results were in excellent correspondence with the formulas shown in
Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15 HFSS simulation and empirical formula comparison

Before we get to the design guideline for bondwire inductor, the ferrite polymer effect
should be well considered. The traditional formula for coil inductor with magnetic core is not
true for bondwire inductor with ferrite coating anymore. HFSS simulations have been done to
determine the ferrite coating effect.

μ eff = μ α

(7)

The μ is defined as ferrite material permeability. Effective permeability μeff is defined as a
multiple of inductance before and after ferrite coat. α is a constant for each magnetic material, it
depends on the ferrite powder, concentration and the curing process. The μeff must be calibrated
before use for specific ferrite polymer and curing process. For the magnetic coating used in this
work, the constant is around 0.75.
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2l
L = μ eff ⋅ 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.0] = μ eff ⋅ L0 (nH )
r

(8)

L0 is defined as original inductance for bondwire or bare bondwire inductance here.

There are three ways to design a bondwire inductor.
A. Finite element simulator like Ansoft HFSS and Maxwell 3D
B. Empirical Formula
C. Bonding machine or packaging Datasheet
By using finite element simulator like Ansoft HFSS and Maxwell 3D, the inductance and Q
factor can be calculated. However, you may need software licenses and some software expertise.
The Empirical design procedures are as follows:
1) Determine the inductance L and dc resistance Rdc for the inductor
2) Choose the magnetic ink and get the relative permeability μr from the company
3) Calibrate the ferrite ink to get the effective permeability μeff
4) Get the bare wire inductance Lo from equation as below:
2l
L = μ eff ⋅ 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.0] = μ eff ⋅ L0 (nH )
r
5) Get the bondwire length by formula L = 0.2l[ln(

2l
r
) − 1.0 + ](nH ) with several possible
r
l

diameters
6) After checking with your space limitation and bonding machine capability, determine the
single bondwire length l0 and how many bonds you need.
7) Choose the bondwire diameter for this specific dc resistance
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The bonding machine or packaging datasheet design procedures are as follows:
1) Determine the inductance L and dc resistance Rdc for the inductor
2) Choose the magnetic ink and get the relative permeability μr from the company
3) Calibrate the ferrite ink to get the effective permeability μeff
4) Get the bare wire inductance Lo from equation as below
2l
L = μ eff ⋅ 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.0] = μ eff ⋅ L0 (nH )
r
5) Determine the individual bondwire length l and number of bondwire N
6) Check the dc resistance in the corresponding column in the datasheet. The total dc
resistance is N×rdc.
7) Choose the bondwire diameter for this specific dc resistance which meets the IC
specification.
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CHAPTER 5: BONDWIRE MULTI-TURN INDUCTORS

5.1 Bondwire Multi-Turn Inductors

Figure 5.1 The idea of multi-turn inductor vs single turn inductor
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The experimental results for a single bondwire inductor with improved dc resistance and Q
factor in comparing to MEMS inductors was reported in [52]-[54]. However, the single bondwire
yielded low inductance for PSoC or PSiP application. Several US patents have addressed this
issue by suggesting the use of multiple bondwires connected in series [47]-[50], but suffer from
the drawback of increased footprint. Actually, there is a better way to achieve better performance.
Let’s take a look at solenoid inductor. For solenoid inductor,
1) All flux is within the coil (no leakage flux)
2) All flux links each turn
The self inductance of a tightly wounded solenoid with N turn and cross-section area A and
length L is given by
L=

μo μr N 2 A

(9)

l

In this chapter, by exploring the coupling effect, this deficiency is addressed by a multi-turn
bondwire inductor leading to increased inductance and Q factor. As shown in Fig. 5.1, a set of
closed placed multiple wirebonds is very similar to a solenoid where the magnetic flux is shared
by all bondwire loops. There is a strong coupling effect among those bondwire loops depending
on how close they are placed to each other. Today’s automatic wirebonders can place bondwires
as close as several tens of micrometers.
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Figure 5.2 Concept of coupled on-chip multi-turn (10-turn) bondwire inductor

A tightly coupled multi-turn bondwire may be approximated to the solenoid for the purpose
of the present analysis; such a construction is illustrated in Fig.5.2. We proposed to use ferrite
epoxy glob cores to increase inductance and improve coupling effect as shown in Fig.5.2.
Bondwire inductors can be constructed between the chip and package leads or between pads on
the chip.
The proposed bondwire inductor structures were modeled and analyzed using the
electromagnetic simulation tool HFSS from Ansoft [57]. The HFSS tool was used to investigate
the effect of adding a ferrite epoxy glob coating to the multi-turn bondwire and in turn to
evaluate the effect on inductance and Q factor. Furthermore, HFSS modeling was used to
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optimize bondwire inductor design in terms of physical dimensions of the bondwires and ferrite
core, and the ferrite core material used.
The HFSS simulation generates a set of S parameters from the bondwire inductor structure
which are then converted to a set of Y parameters. The effective quality factor Q and inductance
L can be then extracted from the Y parameters by using the following equations
Le ff = −

Q=−

1
ω Im( y11 )

(10)

Im( y11 )
Re( y11 )

(11)

Fig. 5.3 shows the modeled inductance values of a single-turn (with a total bondwire length
L), four-turn, and ten-turn bondwire constructions without ferrite epoxy core. Note that all the
bondwire loops share the same shape and dimensions. In addition, the inductance values of two
single-turn bondwire inductors with an equivalent bondwire length of 4L and 10L respectively
are also plotted on the same graph for comparison. The 4L and 10L single-turn inductors have
the same total bondwire length as the 4-turn and 10-turn inductors respectively but obviously do
not have any coupling effect as observed in their multi-turn counterparts. It is observed that the
10-turn inductor shows an inductance value of roughly 200nH at 10MHz as compared to 110nH
for the single-turn 10L inductor. The increase in inductance due to the coupling effect between
the individual turns is desirable but far below what an ideal solenoid offers. Instead of a factor of
10 increase based on Equation (1), we only observe an increase of 85% in inductance, indicating
a weak coupling between the individual turns. This is due to the fact that the spacing between
two adjacent bondwires is 750 µm or greater limited by the Orthodyne Model 20 manual wire
bonder used, resulting in considerable leakage flux and weak coupling between the individual
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turns. Reducing the inter-wire spacing by using more automatic wire bonders can certainly solve
the problem. In addition, introducing the ferrite epoxy core will also help reduce leakage flux
and enhance the coupling effect.

85%

Figure 5.3 HFSS simulation of multi-turn inductor without ferrite core
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188%

Figure 5.4 HFSS simulation of multi-turn inductor with ferrite core

Fig. 5.4 shows the corresponding inductance simulation data when the ferrite epoxy glob
core is used. A permeability of 4 is assumed for the ferrite core material. It is observed that the
inductance of the single-turn inductor increases from 10 nH to 40 nH. It is further observed that
the 10-turn inductor shows an inductance value of roughly 1500 nH at 10MHz as compared to
360 nH for the single-turn 10L inductor. However, the 4-turn inductor is 360nH, and increase of
9 (the 10-turn increases from 50 nH to 15000, as a factor of 30), suggesting that the epoxy has
the effect of increasing the coupling between the turns as expected, nevertheless, the coupling is
still low.
Evidently for multi-turn bondwire inductors, the inductance increased by more than NL, but
not necessary close to N2L. The improvement depends on the bonding machine limit, the ferrite
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material and the turn number. As shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, with and without ferrite glob,
we get 40% and 74% boosting respectively for 4-turn bondwire inductor, and we get 85% and
188% respectively boosting for 10-turn bondwire inductor.
There are two ways to calculate the bondwire inductance. The first one is about the inductor
itself. The second one also considers the average height h of the bondwire to the perfectly
conducting ground plane from [58].
L=

μ0
2h
2h
l[ln( ) = 0.2l[ In ](nH )
r
2π
r

(12)

Some first-order formulas to calculate the inductance value without considering ground
plate are [58]:
r μ
2l
L = 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.25 + + ](nH )
r
l 4

(13)

u is the conductor permeability which is 1 in all bondwire cases.
So that we have:
L = 0.2l[ln(

r
2l
) − 1.0 + ](nH )
r
l

(14)

If r<<l in most bondwire cases
2l
L = 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.0](nH )
r

(15)

r: radius of the crossing section of inductor (mm)
l: length of the bondwire inductor (mm)
L: Bondwire inductance in nH
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For power SoC application, the ground plate lies at the back of the PCB or silicon chip. The
average height of bondwire on PCB is 1.25mm. The thickness of PCB is 0.8mm. The average
height is 3.1mm. The length of bondwire is 5mm. Let’s compare equation 12 and 15 as:
L=

μ0
2h
2h
l[ln( ) = 0.2l[ In ](nH ) = 0.2l (3.49)
2π
r
r

2l
L = 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.0](nH ) = 0.2l (3.4)
r
The positions of the ground plane do affect the inductance in the power system. Since the
difference between these two calculations is so small that we can just neglect it and to avoid the
complexity it may bring to the calculation, we decided to consider the inductor itself for
simplification. For the bondwire inductor itself, the equation 15 is used in this chapter for
empirical formula and simplification.

Figure 5.5 Empirical formula and hfss simulation comparison for self inductance
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These equations were checked with finite-element simulator of bondwire structures with
Ansoft HFSS [57]. Those results were in excellent correspondence with the formulas shown in
Fig.5.5.
2l
L = μ eff ⋅ 0.2l[ln( ) − 1.0] = μ eff ⋅ L0 (nH )
r

(16)

The μ is defined as ferrite material’s relative permeability. Effective permeability μeff is
defined as a multiple of inductance before and after ferrite coat, which depends on the ferrite
powder, concentration and the curing process. The μeff must be calibrated before use for specific
ferrite polymer and curing process.
L0 is defined as bare wire inductance for bondwire.
For bondwires with ferrite coating, the mutual inductance may be defined as:
M = μ eff

2
2
⎡ l
l⎞
d⎞
d⎤
⎛
⎛
⋅ 0.2l ⎢ln( + 1 + ⎜ ⎟ ) − 1 + ⎜ ⎟ + ⎥ = μ eff ⋅ M 0 (nH )
l⎥
⎢ d
⎝l⎠
⎝d ⎠
⎣
⎦

2
2
⎡ l
d⎤
⎛d ⎞
⎛l⎞
M 0 = 0.2l ⎢ln( + 1 + ⎜ ⎟ ) − 1 + ⎜ ⎟ + ⎥ (nH )
l⎥
⎢ d
⎝l⎠
⎝d ⎠
⎣
⎦

(17)

(18)

Like L0, M0 is defined as barewire mutual inductance which means mutual inductance of
bare bondwire (no ferrite coating) here.
When the distance between two bondwire is very small, which means the d<<l, the mutual
inductance M become noticeable.
l
>> 1
d << l => d
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2

l
⎛l⎞
1+ ⎜ ⎟ ≈
d ,
⎝d ⎠

2

⎛d ⎞
1+ ⎜ ⎟ ≈1 d ≈ 0
⎝l⎠
, l

⎛ ⎛ 2l ⎞ ⎞
M 0 = 0.2l ⎜⎜ ln⎜ ⎟ − 1⎟⎟(nH )
⎝ ⎝d⎠ ⎠

(19)

Figure 5.6 Empirical formula and hfss simulation comparison for mutual inductance

In our bondwire case, the first order approximation is not accurate enough, the number in
equation 11 need to be modified a little bit to fit the hfss simulation results like Fig.5.6.
⎛ ⎛ 2l ⎞
⎞
M 0 = 0.2l ⎜⎜ ln⎜ ⎟ − 1.5 ⎟⎟(nH )
⎝ ⎝d⎠
⎠

(20)

For N turn bondwire inductor, the barewire inductance L0,TOT can be expressed as below:
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L0,TOT = NL0 + 2( N − 1)M 0,1 + 2( N − 1)M 0, 2 + 2( N − 2)M 0,3 + 2( N − 3)M 0, 4 + ... + 2M 0, N −1 (nH )

or

L0,TOT = NL0 + 2

m = N −1

∑ (N − m)M
m =1

0, m

(nH )
(21)

Where
L0 = 0.2l[ln(

2l
) − 1.0](nH )
r

⎛ ⎛ 2l
M 0,1 = 0.2l ⎜⎜ ln⎜⎜
⎝ ⎝ d0

⎞ ⎞
⎟⎟ − 1⎟(nH )
⎟
⎠ ⎠

⎛ ⎛ 2l
M 0, 2 = 0.2l ⎜⎜ ln⎜⎜
⎝ ⎝ 2d 0

⎞ ⎞
⎟⎟ − 1⎟(nH )
⎟
⎠ ⎠

⎛ ⎛ 2l
M 0,3 = 0.2l ⎜⎜ ln⎜⎜
⎝ ⎝ 3d 0

⎞ ⎞
⎟⎟ − 1⎟(nH )
⎟
⎠ ⎠

⎛ ⎛
2l
M 0, N −1 = 0.2l ⎜⎜ ln⎜⎜
⎝ ⎝ ( N − 1)d 0
⎛
2l
ln⎜⎜
⎝ ( N − 1)d 0

⎞ ⎞
⎟⎟ − 1⎟(nH )
⎟
⎠ ⎠

⎞
⎟⎟ − 1 ≥ 0
⎠

⎛
2l
ln⎜⎜
( N − 1)d 0
=> ⎝

⎞
⎟⎟ ≥ 1
⎠

2l
≥e
(
1
)
N
d
−
0
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l
e( N − 1)
≥
2
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So when

d0 ≥

2l
e( N − 1) , the mutual inductance can be neglected.

For most of the cases, when N ≥ 4 , the mutual inductance can be neglected, so the equation
can be expressed as below:
L0,TOT ≈ NL0 + 2( N − 1)M 0,1 + 2( N − 1)M 0, 2 + 2( N − 2)M 0,3 (nH )

(22)

LTOT = μ eff L0,TOT ≈ μ eff (NL0 + 2(N − 1)M 0,1 + 2( N − 1)M 0, 2 + 2( N − 2 )M 0,3 )(nH )

(23)

5.2 Experiment Results

This section describes the experimental validation of the proposed multi-turn bondwire
inductor concept using the ferrite epoxy composite materials. The material is a custom
formulated magnetic epoxy comprised of manganese-zinc (MgZn) ferrite powder with an
average particle size of 10 µm, thermoplastic resin, and solvent from Methode Development
Corporation. The manganese-zinc ferrite loading powder is commercially available (Steward
73300). The average surface area of the powder is 1.4 m2/g. The saturation moment of the bulk
powder is 79.4 emu/g. The cured ferrite composite (no solvent) consisted of 96% by mass ferrite
with the balance consisting of polymer. The relative permeability from manufacturer’s datasheet
is between 12 and16.
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Figure 5.7 Fabricated 10-turn bondwire inductor

A 10-turn aluminum bondwire inductor is made on a PCB substrate initially to verify the
concept as shown in Fig. 5.7. The measured dc resistance of the 10-turn inductor is 130mΩ. The
ferrite epoxy material is manually brushed onto the bondwire to form a ferrite glob core. The
ferrite epoxy core is then cured at 140oC for 30 minutes in atmosphere. The ferrite-polymer
composite displays a very high resistivity and provides sufficient electrical insulation between
the bondwires. Tables 2 and 3 summarize measured bondwire inductance of three spacing
between the turns for without and with the ferrite epoxy core respectively. An Agilent E4980
precision LCR meter is used in the measurement. We include the equivalent inductance of ten
single-turn bondwire inductors in series as a comparison.
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Table 2 Measured bondwire inductance without the ferrite epoxy core
Inter-turn Spacing

Inductance of 10-turn

Inductance of 10

% of Inductance

inductor

single-turn

increase due to

inductors in series

coupling effect

50 mil or 1.25 mm

52.5 nH

40 nH

31%

45 mil or 1.125 mm

55.5 nH

40 nH

36%

30 mil or 0.75 mm

74 nH

40 nH

85%

Table 3 Measured bondwire inductance with the ferrite epoxy core
Inter-turn Spacing

Inductance of 10-turn

Inductance of 10

% of Inductance

inductor

single-turn

increase due to

inductors in series

coupling effect

50 mil or 1.25 mm

286 nH

180 nH

59%

45 mil or 1.125 mm

290 nH

180 nH

60%

30 mil or 0.75 mm

340 nH

180 nH

89%

It is observed that inductance of the 10-turn bondwire inductor has increased from 74 nH to
340 nH after the ferrite epoxy core is used, yielding a Q factor of 28 at 5 MHz. Furthermore, the
inductance of a 10-turn bondwires is much greater than the equivalent inductance of ten singleturn bondwire inductors in series due to the mutual coupling effect. The coupling effect becomes
more pronounced with decreasing spacing between the multiple bondwires as expected. In the
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case of ferrite epoxy core not being used, there is an 85% increase of inductance value due to
coupling effect for a spacing of 30 mils. That is in good agreement with the modeling result in
previous sub-chapter. However, in the case of ferrite epoxy core being used, there is only an 89%
increase of inductance value due to coupling effect for a spacing of 30 mils, far below the 188%
increase projected by our HFSS simulation. The discrepancy may be due to the relative
permeability value being overestimated in HFSS simulation.

Figure 5.8 Measured coupling coefficient k as a function of spacing with and without ferrite
epoxy coating

Fig. 5.8 shows the experimentally characterized coupling coefficient k as a function of
inter-turn spacing for the case with and without the ferrite epoxy core. It is observed that the
coupling factor k of the bondwire inductor with ferrite epoxy core is higher than the case without
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the ferrite core, and less dependent on the inter-turn spacing. Fig. 5.9 shows the simulated
coupling coefficient k for several inter-turn spacing without using ferrite epoxy core. The spatial
separation between the turns leads to a large leakage flux and reduced mutual coupling,
especially when ferrite epoxy core is not used. The data show that the coupling effect can
beenhanced with the spacing between bondwires being reduced. It should be noted that
automatic bonding machines currently used in the IC packaging industry can routinely achieve a
bond to bond pitch less than 0.2 mm or 8 mils, potentially enabling highly coupled bondwire
inductors. In general, the coupling effect can be enhanced through reduction of bond pitch and
use of ferrite epoxy materials with a higher permeability.

Figure 5.9 Simulated results of coupling coefficient k for different bonding spacing (bare
bondwire multi-turn inductor)
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Figure 5.10 Bondwire inductor core saturation testing circuit.

Figure 5.11 Measured switching waveform of the 10 mil bondwire Inductor for core saturation
characterization.
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The multi-turn bondwire inductors were also tested in a pulsed switching circuit for core
saturation characterization. Fig.5.10 shows the testing circuit setup. Fig. 5.11 shows measured
switching waveforms of the inductor current. No noticeable core saturation phenomenon was
observed for a load current up to 30A, most likely due to the distributed gaps between the
magnetic particles.
In another core saturation test, the inductance is measured with the Agilent E4980A precise
LCR meter while a HP42841 DC bias current source forces a DC current up to 20A to the
bondwire inductor. Fig.5.12 shows the measured inductance as a function of the DC bias current.
Less than 10% inductance decrease is observed up to a bias current of 5A. The decrease of
inductance for a current greater than 5A may be partially caused by self-heating of the small
bondwire inductor with a large DC current flowing through.

Figure 5.12 Measured inductance as a function of dc bias current
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5.3 Design Guidelines and Discussion

The design guidelines for single bondwire inductors have been discussed in the previous
chapter. In this chapter, we present the multi-turn bondwire inductors both in theoretic and
experimental aspects. The design procedures for multi-turn bondwire inductors are not so
different than the ones for single bondwire inductors. Since mutual effect is the key to design
multi-turn inductors, we will present how to predict mutual inductance for designer in the
following sections.
The μ is defined as ferrite material permeability. Effective permeability μeff is defined as a
multiple of inductance before and after ferrite coat, which depends on the ferrite powder,
concentration and the curing process. The μeff must be calibrated before use for specific ferrite
polymer and curing process.
There are three ways to design a bondwire inductor.
A. Finite element simulator like Ansoft HFSS and Maxwell 3D
B. Empirical Formula
C. Bonding machine or packaging Datasheet
By using finite element simulator like Ansoft HFSS and Maxwell 3D, the inductance and Q
factor can be calculated. However, you may need software licenses and some software expertise.
The Empirical design procedures are as follows:
1. Determine the inductance LTOT and dc resistance Rdc for the inductor
2. Choose the magnetic ink and get the relative permeability μr from the company
3. Calibrate the ferrite ink to get the effective permeability μeff
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4. Get the bare wire total inductance L0,TOT from equation below.
LTOT = μ eff L0,TOT
5. After checking with your space limitation and bonding machine capability, determine the
single bondwire length l0 and several possible bondwire diameter D
6. Solve equation below and get the number of turn N
L0,TOT ≈ NL0 + 2( N − 1)M 0,1 + 2( N − 1)M 0, 2 + 2( N − 2)M 0,3 (nH )
7. Choose the bondwire diameter D for this specific dc resistance which meets the IC
specification.

Figure 5.13 90mm and 180mm bond pad pitch wirebond impedance from www.mosis.org

The bonding machine or packaging datasheet design procedures are as follows:
1) Determine the inductance LTOT and dc resistance Rdc for the inductor
2) Choose the magnetic ink and get the permeability μr from the company
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3) Calibrate the ferrite ink to get the effective permeability μeff
4) Get the bare wire total inductance L0,TOT from equation below
5)

LTOT = μ eff L0,TOT

6) Determine the individual bondwire length l and check the bonding machine datasheet
(Fig.5.14) for self inductance L0, mutual inductance M0,1, M0,2, M0,3 for several
different bondwire diameter values.
7) Solve equation below and get the number of turn N
8)

L0,TOT ≈ NL0 + 2( N − 1)M 0,1 + 2( N − 1)M 0, 2 + 2( N − 2)M 0,3 (nH )

9) Check the dc resistance in the corresponding column in the datasheet. The total dc
resistance is around N×rdc.
10) Choose the bondwire diameter for this specific dc resistance which meets the IC
specification.
In this chapter, a novel concept of coupled multi-turn on-chip bondwire inductor with
ferrite epoxy glob has been proposed for power system on chip (SOC) or system in package
(SiP) applications. The concept has been validated by simulation and measurement. It has
been demonstrated that its performance can be improved using ferrite polymer epoxy globe.
The bondwire inductors can be easily integrated into IC packaging process with minimal
changes, and open a true possibilities for realizing cost-effective, high current, high
efficiency and reliable power SOC’s or SiP’s. Design rules have been proposed to aid IC
design and layout
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CHAPTER 6: BONDWIRE TRANSFORMER

6.1 Introduction

Figure 6.1 Proposed on-chip transformer made of two or more sets of wirbonds sharing a ferrite
epoxy glob core on a chip
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In this chapter, a novel concept of on-chip bondwire transformer with ferrite epoxy glob is
proposed for power system on chip (SoC) or power system in package (SiP) applications. We
have theoretically and experimentally proven the concept of the bondwire transformer and
demonstrated that its performance can be improved using ferrite polymer epoxy glob.
Transformer parameters including self and mutual inductance, and coupling factors are extracted
from both modeled and measured S-parameters. It is expected that the bondwire transformers can
be easily integrated into power IC manufacturing processes with minimal changes, and open
enormous possibilities for realizing cost-effective, high current, high efficiency power SoC’s or
SiP’s.
Figure 6.1 shows the concept of on-chip transformer made of two or more sets of bondwires
on a semiconductor chip. The thin aluminum or gold wires can be bonded onto the pads on the Si
chip or between the Si chip and the package lead frame. We also investigate the use of a ferrite
epoxy glob core to increase the mutual coupling effect of the bondwires. Unlike traditional
ferrite ceramics, ferrite epoxy materials are essentially ceramic magnetic powders mixed with a
polymer binder, and can be dried or cured at temperatures less than 200oC. These materials
combine appropriate magnetic properties with a high resistivity and high manufacturability [54].
The ferrite epoxy beads can be formed on the bondwires during the power SoC packaging
process by brushing, squeegeeing, dipping, dripping, inking, or other viable techniques using
high precision robotic tools.
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6.2 Modeling and Analysis

Figure 6.2 Two-port transformer modeling with HFSS

Self inductance, mutual coupling coefficient, series dc resistance, and Q factor are among
the most important properties of a power transformer. In general, a high mutual coupling
coefficient and a high self inductance along with low dc series resistance are desirable. We first
study those parameters with a modeling and analysis approach. Fig. 6.2 shows a two-port
transformer model that we use in our study for analysis and parameter extraction. LP, LS, and M
are the primary self-inductance, secondary self-inductance, and mutual inductance respectively.
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The T-section model in Figure 6.3 uses three inductors to model the mutual coupling between the
primary and secondary windings. This model considerably simplifies analysis of circuits
containing transformers [59].

Figure 6.3 A two-port transformer T-model

The turn ratio T, mutual inductance M, primary inductance LP, and secondary inductance
LS are given by:
T=

Lp
Ls

(24)

M = k ⋅ Lp

(25)

L p (leakage) _ = L p − M = L p ⋅ (1 − k )

(26)

Ls ( leakage) = Ls −

M
= Ls ⋅ (1 − k )
T2

(27)
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M = k L p Ls = kL p

if L p = L s

(28)

Where k is the coupling coefficient ( 0 ≤ k ≤ 1) and can be extracted from modeling and
measurement data.
Transformer parameters can be simply extracted from the two-port network Z-parameters as
the following.
Lp =

Ls =

Im(Z 11 )

ω

(29)

Im(Z 22 )

ω

(30)

Qp =

Im(Z11 )
Re( Z11 )

(31)

Qs =

Im(Z 22 )
Re( Z 22 )

(32)

k=

Im(Z12 ) ⋅ Im(Z 21 )
Im(Z11 ) ⋅ Im(Z 22 )

(33)

The Z-parameters of the transformer network can be converted from its S-parameters,
which can be directly obtained from electromagnetic field simulation or network analyzer
measurement. We use HFSS from Ansoft to carry out the electromagnetic simulation for the
transformer. HFSS is a high-performance full-wave electromagnetic field finite element
simulator to model arbitrary 3D volumetric passive devices [57].
The S-parameters from HFSS simulation of the two-port transformer can be described as
the following:
| S11 |2 is the reflected power from Port 1
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| S12 |2 is the transmitted power from Port 1 to Port 2
| S21 |2 is the transmitted power from Port 2 to Port 1
| S22 |2 is the reflected power from Port 2
For 2-port transformers, the transmission coefficient is simply S21 which indicates the
capability of the transformer to transfer power from the primary side to the secondary side.

Figure 6.4 Simulated self inductance, mutual inductance and quality factor of a 15mil spacing
bondwire transformer
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It is found from our modeling analysis that the spacing between the bondwires has a great
influence to the transformer parameters. A small spacing improves the transformer’s
performance significantly. Figure 6.4 illustrates the simulated self-inductance, mutual inductance
and quality factor of 1:1 bondwire transformer with spacing of 15mil between the two bondwires.
A maximum Q factor of 138 is observed in this simulated case.
Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 show the coupling coefficient k and power transmission parameter S21
extracted from HFSS simulation for a bondwire spacing ranging from 12 to 50 mils. It is
observed that both parameters improve as the distance between the bondwires decreases. This is
indeed an encouraging news since the advanced wirebonding machines used in today’s
microelectronics manufacturing can deliver a bondwire spacing as small as 1 mil, which can
guarantee excellent coupling between bondwires.

Figure 6.5 Coupling coefficient k for variable bonding spacing
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Figure 6.6 Transmission coefficient S21 for various bondwire spacing

6.3 Experiment Results

We have conducted experimental investigation of the proposed on-chip bondwire
transformer concept with and without the ferrite epoxy composite materials. The material is a
custom formulated magnetic epoxy comprised of manganese-zinc (MgZn) ferrite powder with an
average particle size of 10 µm, thermoplastic resin, and solvent from Methode Development
Corporation. The manganese-zinc ferrite loading powder is commercially available (Steward
73300). The average surface area of the powder is 1.4 m2/g. The saturation moment of the bulk
powder is 79.4 emu/g. The cured ferrite composite (no solvent) consisted of 96% by mass ferrite
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with the balance consisting of polymer. The effective permeability is between 12 and16. The
ferrite epoxy materials were manually brushed onto the copper bondwire to form a ferrite bead.
Curing consisted of a thermal treatment of the ferrite beads in an oven at 140oC for 30 minutes
for both ferrite epoxy material options.

The ferrite-polymer composites display negligible

conductivity and therefore are electrically self-isolated from the bare copper bondwires.

Figure 6.7 Fabricated bondwire transformer (Np:Ns=9:1)

Fig. 6.7 shows a photo of a bondwire transformer with and without the ferrite epoxy bead.
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 show the primary and secondary voltage waveforms of a 9:1 bondwire
transformer without and with ferrite epoxy core at 16MHz. It is observed that the bondwire
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transformer with ferrite epoxy core demonstrated less distortion in the secondary voltage
waveform than its counterpart without ferrite core.
It is very difficult to characterize transformers in time domain at high frequencies due to the
parasitic effects. We use an S-parameter network analyzer to extract all transformer parameters
such self- and mutual inductances, k-factor, and S21 parameter. Fig. 6.10 shows two
transformers with 1:1 and 2:1 turn ratio on specially designed PCB substrate. Fig. 6.11 shows the
PCB substrate design that is essentially 50Ω transmission lines to reduce the input reflection to
the minimum. A Cascade Microtech's M150 probe station is used to test the bondwire
transformers on PCB substrates. Two FPC-1000 probes are used for two port measurement. The
FPC-Series (Fixed-Pitch Compliant) fixtures are high frequency 50Ωcoaxial probe that offers a
signal line with two low-inductance fixed-pitch ground contacts (GSG). The PCB designs in Fig.
6.11 are based on detailed HFSS simulation, and work well with the FPC-1000 probes. A PNA
E8361A Network Analyzer receives input from the two FPC-1000 probes and is used to measure
the S-parameters of the transformers.
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Figure 6.8 Measured primary and secondary voltage waveforms without ferrite core (9:1).

Figure 6.9 Measured primary and secondary voltage waveforms with ferrite core (9:1).
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Figure 6.10 Fabricated bondwire transformer on PCB substrates

Figure 6.11 Fabricated bondwire transformer test fixtures on PCB substrate with 50Ω
characteristic impedance (G-S-G stands for Grounding-Signal-Grounding).
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Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 show the extracted primary self inductance Lp, secondary self
inductance Ls and mutual inductance L with and without the ferrite epoxy core for the 1:1 and
2:1 transformers respectively. The dc resistance of each bondwire is around 7 mΩ. It is observed
that all inductances increase after ferrite epoxy glob is applied.
Figs. 6.14 and 15 show the extracted k-factor with and without the ferrite epoxy core for the
1:1 and 2:1 transformers respectively. It is observed that the k-factor increased from 0.34 to 0.53
(56% improvement) for the 1:1 transformer and from 0.46 to 0.6 (30% improvement) for 2:1
transformer respectively. This shows the effectiveness of the use of ferrite epoxy core. Figs. 6.16
and 6.17 illustrate the transmission coefficient S21of both transformers. S21 is a critical
parameter which determines the transformer’s power transferring capability. In very high
frequency span, since the coupling coefficient k is no longer meaningful, S21 is the only
performance parameter for the transformer.
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Figure 6.12 Self inductance and mutual inductance measurement data for bondwire 1:1
transformers with and without ferrite core.

Figure 6.13 Self inductance and mutual inductance measurement data for bondwire 2:1
transformers with and without ferrite core.
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Figure 6.14 Measured transmission coefficient S21 of a 1:1 bondwire transformer before and
after applying ferrite epoxy.

Figure 6.15 Measured k-factor of a 2:1 bondwire transformer before and after applying ferrite
epoxy.
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Figure 6.16 Measured k-factor of a 1:1 bondwire transformer before and after applying ferrite
epoxy.

Figure 6.17 Measured transmission coefficient S21 of a 2:1 bondwire transformer before and
after applying ferrite epoxy.
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The most important finding from this experiment is that the coupling effect of the bondwire
transformers can be significantly improved with the application of ferrite epoxy core glob. Not
only can we increase the k-factor, but also can we boost the transmission coefficient S21. We
experimentally demonstrated that we can improve the performance of the on-chip bondwire
transformer with ferrite polymer epoxy glob in a frequency range of 10 MHz to 300 MHz, which
is of interest for future-generation, high frequency, high density switching power converters.
For on-chip transformer design, it’s still in experimental stage. The magnetic material is a
main concern. Basically, the self impedance for each side should be determined first as well as
the self resistance. After that, the mutual inductance is determined by permeability and how close
two bonds can be. Isolated gate drive can be a perfect application for bondwire transformer.
In this chapter, a novel concept of on-chip bondwire transformer with ferrite epoxy glob is
proposed for power system on chip (SoC) or system in package (SiP) applications. We have
theoretically and experimentally proven the concept of the bondwire transformer and
demonstrated that its performance can be improved using ferrite polymer epoxy glob. It is
expected that the bondwire transformers can be easily integrated into IC processes with minimal
changes in processes, and open enormous possibilities for realizing cost-effective, high current,
high efficiency PSoC’s or SiP’s.
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CHAPTER 7: POWER SOC DESIGN

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we report a concept of integrating a monolithic buck converter power IC
with on-chip bondwire inductors. The power IC was designed and fabricated with a standard
0.5μm CMOS process. Multi-turn bondwires with and without ferrite epoxy glob cores are used
as the filter inductor in the buck converter. A 2.5V/110mA prototype SoC converter is built to
operate at frequencies up to 5MHz. Analysis, modeling, and experimental results are presented in
this chapter.

7.2 Converter IC Design

Figure 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 show our custom designed prototype of BUCK PSoC.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic Diagram of Buck PSoC

Figure 7.2 Block Design of Buck PSoC
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Figure 7.3 Internal circuit design of tow phase block
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Figure 7.4 Block Layout

Utilizing the proposed bondwire inductor, an IC level prototype of a Buck DC/DC converter
is developed. Figure 7.1 shows the schematic diagram of the converter. In the monolithic, CMOS
compatible silicon chip, we integrate the power stage, which includes high side and low side
MOSFET switches and their drivers. To simplify the driver design, PMOSFET was used as the
high side MOSFET. The NMOSFET was used as low side power MOSFET to minimize the die
size and get fast switching. The final design results are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4 Power stage design results
High Side PMOS Rds-on @vgs=5V

0.72 Ω

Low Side NMOS Rds-on @vgs=5V

0.63 Ω

High side Driver propagation delay

3 ns

Low side Driver propagation delay

5 ns

The selection of inductance value of the Buck converter is a tradeoff between efficiency and
transient response. A larger value of inductance will allow greater output current capability by
reducing the inductor ripple current (and thus be helpful to lower output voltage ripple and gives
a higher efficiency). However, the transient response will worsen if a larger inductance value is
used. Generally, selecting an inductance to have the current ripple of 20~40% of the average
current gives a good balance between efficiency and transient response. The inductance value is
expressed as follows:
L=

Vi ⋅ D ⋅ (1 − D)
Io ⋅ RCR ⋅ fsw

(34)

Where Vi is the input voltage, Io is the output current, fsw is the switching frequency, D is the
duty circle, RCR is the ratio of inductor ripple current versus inductor average current.
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The integration of input and output capacitors is still a long term challenge for PSoC
because it usually consumes a large portion of silicon die size. The maximum reported value is
400nF/cm2 [2]. In the implementation we reported here, surface-mounting capacitors were used
for the input and output capacitors.

Figure 7.5 Simulation Results for designed buck converter

7.3 Package Design and Layout

Figure 7.6 shows the final implementation of the PSoC without and with the ferrite epoxy
glob respectively. The silicon chip is fabricated by the use of AMIS 0.5u CMOS process
technology. The die shown in Fig. 17 (a) and 17(b) is a multi-project die. The die size is 5 X 5
94

mm2. The chip area for the Buck converter is only 2 X 1.2 mm2. 3-turn bondwire is used as the
inductor for the PSoC. Because of the resolution limitation of the bonding machine, the size of
the pads and the gaps between bonding wires is not minimized. While the total area of the PSoC
presented here is 1.3 X 1.2 cm2, the whole system could be expected to be realized in a 5 X 5
mm2 package by using a dedicated silicon die and finer bonding machine. The typical output of
the PSoC is 2.5V/110mA, which means the system is working under discontinuous current mode
(DCM). The main limitation for the output power comes from active devices (Power MOSFETs).
The minimum channel length for the power NMOS and power PMOS is 5um and 3um
respectively. Therefore, to increase the current capability of the power MOSFETs, the die size
will need to increase noticeably for this process technology.

Figure 7.6 Top view of the PSoC before (a) and after (b) ferrite epoxy coating
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7.4 Experiment Results for PSoC

Figure 7.7 and 7.8 show the operating waveforms of the PSoC. The testing setup is as
follows:
Vin = 5V, Vout = 2.2V, Iout = 120mA, and fsw = 5 MHz.

Figure 7.7 Operating waveforms of the PSoC without ferrite epoxy coating
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Figure 7.8 Operating waveforms of the PSoC with ferrite epoxy coating

It can be observed that the system is operating in DCM and that the peak to peak inductor
current ripple decreases approximately 35% with the utilization of ferrite epoxy. Because there is
no reverse current prevention circuit inside the chip, the inductor current decreases to negative.
The negative inductor current degrades the system efficiency. With the use of ferrite epoxy, the
inductor ripple current and output voltage ripple are decreased, which lead to an increase in
efficient.
The non-linear inductor current waveform can be explained as follows: the slope of the
inductor current can be approximated as the following expressions.
Rise _ slope =

Vi − R P ⋅ I − V o
L

(35)
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Fall _ slope = −

R N ⋅ I + Vo
L

(36)

Where Vi and Vo are input and output voltage respectively, RP and RN are the on-resistance
of the high side PMOSFET and low side NMOSFET, I is the inductor current, L is the
inductance of the inductor. In a practical Buck converter, RP and RN are very small, so the
current in inductor is almost linear. In our case, RP and RN are much larger because of the
process technology and die size limitations. In addition, the inductance L varies with the current
flowing through the inductor. These two factors work together to generate the nonlinearity of the
inductor current.
The functional operating waveforms prove at least two advantages of the bondwire inductor:
firstly, it is feasible to use cost-effective bondwires as inductors in PSoC’s; secondly, the
inductance can be boosted by using multi-turn bondwire with ferrite epoxy coating. The boost in
inductance reduces peak to peak inductor current ripple and thus improves the system efficiency.
In this chapter, we report a concept of integrating a monolithic buck converter power IC
with in-package bondwire inductors. The power IC was designed and fabricated with a standard
0.5μm CMOS process. Multi-turn bondwires with and without ferrite epoxy glob cores are used
as the filter inductor in the buck converter. A 2.5V/110mA prototype SoC converter is built to
operate at frequencies up to 5MHz. Analysis, modeling, and experimental results are presented in
this chapter.
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Future work includes investigation of the application of the bondwire inductor in multiphase
power supply systems and gate charge circuit. It is expected to decrease the values of inductor
and capacitor while increasing the output power by using the multiphase technique. [60]
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION

The feasibility of a new concept of realizing on-chip inductors and transformers in power
SOC’s using existing bondwires with additional ferrite epoxy glob coating have been proposed
and investigated.
We have investigated the concept both experimentally and with finite element modeling. A
Q factor of 30-40 is experimentally demonstrated for the bondwire inductors which represents an
improvement by a factor of 3-30 over the state-of-the-art MEMS micromachined inductors.
Transformer parameters including self- and mutual inductance, and coupling factors are
extracted from both modeled and measured S-parameters. It is demonstrated that the
performance of the bondwire transformers can be improved using a ferrite polymer epoxy glob.
More importantly, the bondwire magnetic components can be easily integrated into SoC
manufacturing processes with minimal changes, thus, opening enormous possibilities for
realizing cost-effective, high current, high efficiency PSoC’s.
The design guidelines are discussed step by step in several chapters. Not only is the
innovative concept for bondwire inductor with ferrite ink presented, but also the practical
implementation and design rules are given. With all the well defined steps, people who want to
use these bondwire inductors with ferrite ink in their PSoC/PSiP research or products will find it
as simple as using commercial inductors.
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Last but not least, the PSoC concept using a bondwire inductor is demonstrated by building
the prototype of dc-dc buck converter IC as well as the whole package. The power IC and the
whole function block are tested and presented in this work.
Future work includes studies on the selection of ferrite materials, the influence of the shape
and volume of the ferrite beads, the effect of the height and length of the bondwire loop, the
modeling for different circuitry applications and more specific implementation methods in mass
production.
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